Quantification of T- and H-responses before and after a period of endurance training.
Tendon (T-) and Hoffmann (H-) responses in the soleus muscle were quantified either separately or in association to compare the mononeurons activated and to study their changes after a period of endurance training. In a first experiment T- and H-responses of the same amplitude were compared: the electrical stimulus (inducing the H-response) and the Achilles tendon tap (inducing the T-response) were associated so that the T-response firstly was concomitant with the H-response, and secondly shifted 10 ms forward or back compared to the H-response. From the study of these combined reflexes we would suggest that the same motoneurons are involved in T- or H-responses of the same amplitude. In a second experiment the maximal H-responses, the T-responses and maximal aerobic power (Waer,max) were measured on 20 subjects before and after a period of endurance training. For 75% of the subjects the Waer,max and the reflex parameters (T or H) varied in the same direction: most of them exhibited higher values of both Waer,max and reflex amplitudes while the others had Waer,max and reflex values hardly modified or decreased. The different effects of the training period could reflect the heterogeneity of the subject's status and involvement in sport. In most cases the T:Hmax ratios were also influenced, reflecting the fact that T- and H-responses were not identically affected by training. Thus it is suggested that an endurance training programme can influence not only the excitability of the motoneurons but also the response of the muscle receptors to stretch. An interpretation in terms of a change of spindle receptivity and/or a change in their recruitment due to a greater stiffness of the trained muscles is suggested.